Provisional agenda for 11th Workshop on the implementation of UN Regulation No. 155

21st September 2022, 9:30-17:00 (CET) – restricted
Review of the Q&A(C) table

22nd September 2022, 9:30-17:00 (CET) – restricted
Review of the Q&A(C) table and of the issue of Multiple CSMSs

23rd September 2022, 9:30-12:00 (CET) – open session
(Also opened to NGOs)

All hosted at the United Nations, Palais des Nations, Geneva

Connection details for remote participation
21st September 2022, 9:30-17:00 (CET) – connection details sent by email to the contracting parties

22nd September 2022, 9:30-17:00 (CET) – connection details sent by email to the contracting parties

23rd September 2022, 9:30-12:00 (CET) – https://unece.webex.com/unece/j.php?MTID=m97e8e6dd688cab3e8ab57515b59e4bab

Day 1: Review of Q&A(C) table

I. Introductions

II. Adoption of the agenda

III. Review of Q&A(C) table
   ➢ Peer review exchanges
   ➢ Risk assessment
   ➢ Testing
Day 2: Review of Q&A(C) table and issue of multiple CSMSs

III. Review of Q&A(C) table (continued)
- Homologation process
- CSMS scope assessment

IV. Issue of multiple CSMSs
- Information sharing between approval authorities
- Auditing the audit concept

V. Summary of discussions
- Preparation for open session
- Drafting report for GRVA

Day 3: Open session including NGOs

VI. Introduction of summary

VII. Discussions

VIII. Any other business

IX. Closing